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HONORING AMERICA’S “INTREPID” VETERANS
On August 16, the Museum marked the 75th commissioning anniversary of USS Intrepid
alongside 300 former crew member and 800 family and friends. Below is an August 15th
New York Post Op-Ed penned by Museum president Susan Marenoff-Zausner about
Intrepid ’s milestone anniversary and the Museum’s celebration.
Seventy-five years ago, on Aug. 16, 1943, the engineering marvel USS Intrepid was commissioned. On
Thursday, more than 325 of its former crew members will return to the ship to swap stories, honor fallen
comrades and celebrate Intrepid ’s 75 years of service to our country.
Many will be coming back to Intrepid for the first time since they served, reuniting with shipmates they
haven’t seen in decades. Among those returning are four “plank owners”—members of the ship’s first crew.
Honoring those who served in long-ago conflicts like World War II has taken on increased urgency.
According to the Department of Veterans Affairs, as of 2017 just 558,000 of the 16 million Americans who
served are still alive, and they’re dying at a rate of 362 a day. It makes Thursday’s remembrance that much
more poignant and important.
And Intrepid ’s story is worth remembering, too.
Construction of Intrepid began just days before the devastation of the US fleet at Pearl Harbor in 1941. The
ship was launched in 1943 and played a vital role in turning the tide in the Pacific theater in World War II.
Its crew battled the Japanese navy from island to island, from Leyte Gulf to Okinawa. Five kamikaze
attacks and one direct hit from a torpedo, which took the lives of more than a hundred brave men, couldn’t
sink it. Battle scar after battle scar, Intrepid kept coming back, each set of extensive repairs giving the ship
new life and new upgrades.

ONLY 4 SEATS
REMAINING!
Honor an American military
service person’s contribution
to our nation with a Seat of
Honor. Your Seat of Honor will
be inscribed in brass with your
personal message and will serve
as a reminder of the importance
of duty, sacrifice and your hero’s
service for generations to come.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT SEATSOFHONOR.ORG
OR CALL 646-381-5271.

After World War II, Intrepid continued to answer our nation’s call. During the 1950s and 1960s, the ship
participated in naval exercises to maintain the fleet’s readiness, and traveled to foreign ports to show support for
US allies in the Cold War. Among the crew was Sen. John McCain, who also flew A-1 Skyraiders off the flight deck.
In 1962, Intrepid was reclassified as an antisubmarine-warfare carrier, with a new mission of tracking Soviet
submarines. The ship also served as a NASA recovery ship during the space race, plucking astronauts Scott
Carpenter, Gus Grissom and John Young from the Atlantic Ocean after splashing down from their missions high
above Earth.
Later that decade, Intrepid served three tours in Vietnam. The ship’s crew toiled tirelessly while its pilots faced
enemy fire over North and South Vietnam. Three pilots became prisoners of war, and 21 men lost their lives in
combat or operational accidents.

Intrepid was decommissioned in 1974, and the ship was ticketed for the scrapyard. Appalled at the thought,
New York real-estate developer Zachary Fisher—a tireless advocate for our soldiers and their families—set out
to preserve the ship and its storied history for future generations.
After its 31 years in the US Navy, Intrepid was brought to New York and took up a new mission—to honor,
educate and inspire as a world-class museum that now hosts more than 1 million visitors each year.
Here at the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum, we preserve the ship’s history with reverence, pride and purpose,
using the lessons of the past to shape a brighter future. We shed light on the ship’s innovation, the technology
that was a steppingstone to the future, in nationally recognized STEM and leadership programs that serve more
than 30,000 students and teachers each year. And we examine its legacy in compelling tours and talks.
But when we speak of Intrepid, we’re really talking about the men who worked on its decks. Their service,
ingenuity and bravery are our guiding light as we strive to fulfill our new mission on behalf of tomorrow’s
leaders, innovators and explorers. They define Intrepid, then and now. They infuse this behemoth of steel,
this hallowed ground, with humanity.
So Thursday is about them—the 50,000 men of Intrepid. We honor them. We salute them. We thank them.

Susan Marenoff-Zausner
President, Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum
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UPCOMING EVENTS
AND PROGRAMS

Astro Cafe

OPERATION SLUMBER
October 20
Spend a night aboard Intrepid ! Get
exclusive access to the ship and Space
Shuttle Pavilion, and sleep among the
aircraft, just like enlisted sailors once did.
Reserve your spot online.
FAMILY ASTRONOMY NIGHT:
International Observe the Moon Night
October 20
See the imagery captured by the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter, explore the
visualizations created from its data, and
find out how its discoveries have changed
lunar science from NASA’s Ernie Wright.
Stargazing on the flight deck to follow
(weather permitting). Free. Register
in advance.
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OPERATION SLUMBER
November 3, 9 & 17
Spend a night aboard Intrepid ! Get
exclusive access to the ship and Space
Shuttle Pavilion, and sleep among the
aircraft, just like enlisted sailors once did.
Reserve your spot online.
ACCESS FAMILY PROGRAM: Life in Space
November 4
Discover what it takes to travel to and from
space! Visit the Space Shuttle Pavilion
to learn about life in space and practice
training like an astronaut. 11:00am:
Children ages 5-17/ 2:00pm: Teens (15+)
and adults. Free. Register in advance.

VETERANS DAY CEREMONY
November 11
Attend the Museum’s special ceremony
honoring our country’s veterans.
ASTRO CAFE
November 16
Sip drinks beneath the space shuttle
Enterprise and hear talks about cuttingedge science. Ages 21+. Free. Register
in advance.
MILITARY FAMILY PROGRAM
November 18
Current and former military service
members and their families are invited to
join us for experiments, design challenges
and a hands-on tour of the Museum. Free.
Register in advance.

INTREPID AFTER HOURS
November 30
Military veterans and service members are
invited to experience the Museum at night.
Explore the Museum without the crowds,
and then join peers for conversation, a
creative exercise and a catered dinner.
Free. Register in advance.
OPERATION SLUMBER
December 1 & 15
Spend a night aboard Intrepid ! Get
exclusive access to the ship and Space
Shuttle Pavilion, and sleep among the
aircraft, just like enlisted sailors once did.
Reserve your spot online.

PEARL HARBOR REMEMBRANCE
CEREMONY
December 7
Attend a wreath-laying ceremony on board
Intrepid, in remembrance of the attack on
Pearl Harbor.
ACCESS FAMILY PROGRAM: Life in Space
December 16
Discover what it takes to travel to and from
space! Visit the Space Shuttle Pavilion
to learn about life in space and practice
training like an astronaut. 11:00am:
Children ages 5-17/ 2:00pm: Teens (15+)
and adults. Free. Register in advance.
TO LEARN MORE, VISIT
INTREPIDMUSEUM.ORG.
Access family programs at the Museum are generously
supported by the FAR Fund, the Barker Welfare Foundation
and the Antun Foundation. These programs are also
supported in part by public funds from the New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the
City Council.

The Intrepid Museum is a private not-forprofit institution. All support helps to fulfill
our mission: to promote the awareness
and understanding of history, science and
service through collections, exhibitions and
programming, in order to honor our heroes,
educate the public and inspire our youth.
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INTREPID ANIMATED PREMIERES DURING
75TH COMMISSIONING WEEKEND
In celebration of Intrepid’s 75th
Commissioning Anniversary, the Museum’s
created three animated oral histories, entitled
Intrepid Animated.
Created by animator Dustin Grella, Dusty
Studio, these animated oral histories visualize
the stories of three Intrepid crew members and
their families: Wesley and June Hays, David
Benedict and Pete Schoeffel. Each sailor served
during a different era of Intrepid’s service:
World War II, the Cold War, and the Vietnam War,
respectively. Through this artful expression,
we hope that their powerful stories will have
even greater emotional impact.
The Museum launched the Oral History
Project in May 2013, with the goal of
collecting stories of those who served
throughout its distinguished time at sea
from 1943 to 1974. The Museum also collects
oral histories from people associated with
the submarine Growler, the space shuttle
orbiter Enterprise and the supersonic airliner
Concorde. To date, the Museum has collected
183 oral history interviews.
The oral histories and the animations they
inspired are told in the crew members’ own
words and give voice to the experiences of
Intrepid’s crew and their families. Wesley

ABOVE: Intrepid crew member Wesley
Hays and his wife, June, and Intrepid crew
members David Benedict and Pete Schoeffel.
RIGHT: Frame from Intrepid Animated of
Wesley Hays being reunited with his son.

and June Hays’s oral history captures how
the young couple coped with their separation
during his service in World War II. David
Benedict’s animation describes his heroic
rescue of one of his fellow crew members. Pete
Schoeffel’s animation narrates his time spent
as a POW during the Vietnam War.
After a year in development, Intrepid Animated
debuted on August 14 as part of Intrepid:
A to Z, an exhibition in Hangar 1 that features
26 items from the Museum’s collection.
Producing the animations was a major
undertaking. Perhaps most challenging, our
staff had to select just three from among
the 183 compelling stories in our archives.
Once the stories were chosen, our team then
collected photographs of the oral history
narrators and the spaces aboard Intrepid
in which the narrators served, identified
selections from the full hours-long oral history
interviews, and finally edited the audio and
content of the animations together.
The animations will be on view through
January 13, 2019.
The animations are made possible by the New York State Council
on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and
the New York State Legislature. The Intrepid Museum Oral History
Project is generously supported by James L. Nederlander.
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CELEBRATING
JEROME ROBBINS:
FROM STREET
TO STAGE

PHOTOS: (Right Page) Courtesy of Wesley Hays; Gift of the family of David Benedict; USS Intrepid Cruise Book 1961–1962. (LeftPage) Erika Kapin.

Celebrating Jerome Robbins: From Street
to Stage performance on the flight deck.

On August 9th, the Museum hosted
Celebrating Jerome Robbins: From Street
to Stage, a program marking the centennial
of Jerome Robbins’s birthday. Over the
course of the evening, guests explored
Robbins’s enduring legacy through anecdotal
stories, archival film footage and even
dance performances. The program shined
a spotlight on Robbins’s life and work and
highlighted how Robbins’s choreography
brought the sensibility of New York City’s
streets to the stage.

Following the performance, expert panelists
discussed the timeless artistry of Robbins
in the Museum’s Allison & Howard Lutnick
Theater. The panelists included Bergasse;
Grover Dale, an original cast member of West
Side Story and co-director, with Robbins, of
Jerome Robbins’ Broadway; Adam Green,
Vogue’s theater critic and the son of Adolf
Green; Daniel Ulbricht, principal dancer with
the New York City Ballet; and moderator
Amanda Vaill, author of Somewhere: The Life
of Jerome Robbins.

The program began on Intrepid’s flight deck,
with a performance of the opening number of
On the Town—a musical depicting three sailors
on shore leave in New York— specifically
staged for the ship’s impressive environment
and stunning skyline views. On the Town was
written by Betty Comden, Adolf Green, and
Leonard Bernstein, who is also celebrating his
centennial year this year. The performance
was staged by Joshua Bergasse, Tony Award–
winning choreographer of the 2014 Broadway
revival of On the Town. Dancers from the
New York City Ballet, including Tony Award–
nominated Tony Yazbeck, Clyde Alves, and
Manny Stark as the three sailors, effortlessly
performed this quintessentially New York
number in front of a sold out audience.

It was a lively and energetic program as
the panelists shared stories of Robbins,
and Bergasse and Dale joined Stark in
dance demonstrations of Robbins’s iconic
choreography. Throughout the discussion,
video clips of dance rehearsals and archival
footage, including segments of West Side
Story, and interviews with Robbins himself
were screened. The panelists used this
footage to explore Robbin’s past work as
well as to discuss his continued influence
on dance today.
Over the course of the evening, audience
members experienced Robbins’s legendary
choreography first-hand and thoughtfully
contemplated the lasting legacy of his work.

The intimate performance on the flight
deck coupled with behind-the-scenes
conversation made for a night to remember.
Celebrating Jerome Robbins: From Street to Stage was
generously supported by the Jerome Robbins Foundation. This
program was also been made possible by the New York State
Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M.
Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.
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WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU!
BECOME A VOLUNTEER
Interested in volunteering at
the Museum? Please contact
volunteers@intrepidmuseum.org
or 646-381-5058.

HELP OUR COLLECTION GROW
Are you interested in donating
objects to the Museum’s
collection? Please contact
collections@intrepidmuseum.org.

HELP US CONNECT WITH FORMER
CREW MEMBERS
Did you or a family member serve
on Intrepid? Please contact
Zach Murray at 646-381-5271 or
zmurray@intrepidmuseum.org.

MENTOR YOUNG WOMEN IN STEAM
We are seeking dynamic women
from STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, art and math) fields
to serve as mentors in our GOALS
for Girls programs. If you’re
interested in sharing your
skills with our students, please
contact Shay Saleem at
ssaleem@intrepidmuseum.org
or 646-381-5168.

COMMUNIT Y ENGAGEMENT AND
THE MY MUSEUM INITIATIVE
As part of the Museum’s dedication to removing
barriers to access, the innovative Community
Engagement and Family Programs team is
continuously developing new opportunities to
connect our local community with the exciting
history and technology on view throughout our
campus. The team, led by Senior Manager Tom
Barry, Manager of Interactive Experience and
Family Engagement Franz Lucien, and Museum
educator Elisse Acevedo, strives to provide a
positive museum experience for visitors of all
backgrounds, in-person, remotely and virtually.
Weekend education programs at the Museum
allow for visitors to engage with content onsite,
while virtual fieldtrips using online video
conferencing tools allows the team to share
the Museum and its collection with students all
around the United States and globally.
In addition to programs hosted at the
Museum, the Community Engagement
team works throughout New York City’s five
boroughs, visiting libraries, hospital schools,
community centers, settlement homes as
well as juvenile detention centers to share
photos, artifacts and science demonstrations
with students and youth who are unable to
visit the Museum for any reason. In that
spirit, one of the team’s newest programs
is the My Museum Initiative, a pilot project
developed in partnership with the New York
City Housing Authority (NYCHA) and its
residents, made possible by a recent grant
from the Booth Ferris Foundation.
The My Museum Initiative launches in early
2019 with the goal of developing and testing
new program models that aim to break
financial and informational barriers, as well
as alleviate anxiety about visiting museums

among the City’s underserved communities.
To accomplish this ambitious goal, the
Museum will develop resources detailing
affordable cultural opportunities available for
public housing residents throughout the city
and create replicable and adaptable tools to
share with other cultural organizations to help
connect public housing residents to the rich
cultural life of New York City.
In order to provide the best experience
for these visitors, exhibit panels based on
content on view at Intrepid will be displayed
in common areas at five NYCHA sites. These
panels will be accompanied by information
about free programs offered at the Museum.
In addition, Museum educators will travel to
the sites to meet residents and introduce
Museum content. Residents will then have the
opportunity to visit the Museum, where the
same educators will provide free, structured
museum experiences. Community advisors
will be enlisted at each NYCHA site to provide
information on needs, barriers to participation
and feedback on programming, which will
inform both the Museum’s work and the
cultural toolkit the Museum is developing
for colleagues.
Over the course of the two-year pilot, the
Museum will offer 60 free weekend family
programs for these audiences at the Museum,
serving 1,800 first-time and repeat visitors.
By welcoming new visitors to the Museum as
part of the My Museum Initiative the Museum
continues to engage and involve New York
City residents of all backgrounds with all the
institution has to offer.
The My Museum Initiative is generously supported by the Booth
Ferris Foundation.
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There are many ways to get
involved at the Museum.

INTREPID ’S 75TH COMMISSIONING ANNIVERSARY
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS

DOWN

2 Site of the largest naval battle in history–
and Intrepid was there (2 wds.)

1 Sailor’s “left”

6 Intrepid is this type of “Essex Class” vessel (2 wds.)

3 Main attraction of the Intrepid Museum’s Space
Shuttle Pavilion

9 En route to the Pacific, Intrepid traveled through
this waterway (2 wds.)

4 In the late 1960s, Intrepid did three tours of duty
off the cost of this country

10 Formal title for the ship’s “Skipper”
11 Dining “hall” on Intrepid
12 Where fighter jets took off and landed on
Intrepid (2 wds.)
15 Supersonic British Airways jet that’s a popular
attraction at the Intrepid

5 Submarine that is a “must-see” for visitors of the
Intrepid Museum
7 Sailor’s “right”
8 Intrepid floats in this river on Manhattan’s West Side
13 Over 3,400 strong during a cruise, this group served
on Intrepid and was honored during the ship’s 75th
Commissioning Anniversary on August 16, 2018
14 Intrepid served as a recovery vessel for this
organization’s Gemini and Mercury missions

On the occasion of Intrepid’s 75th Commissioning Anniversary, Museum volunteer Liz Gorski created this crossword
puzzle. Liz supports many functions of the Museum’s operations, from transcribing Oral Histories to helping the
Institutional Advancement team. Outside of volunteering, Liz creates crossword puzzles for New Yorker and some
Hearst publications. Some of her crossword puzzles are truly a work of art!
ACROSS: 2) Leyte Gulf; 6) aircraft carrier; 9) Panama Canal; 10) Captain; 11) mess; 12) flight deck; 15) Concorde; 16) World War II
DOWN: 1) port; 3) Enterprise; 4) Vietnam; 5) Growler; 7) starboard; 8) Hudson; 13) crew; 14) NASA
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Thank you to Intrepid former crew
member Philip McDonnell for
sending this beautiful example
of sailor art to the Museum.
Our collections team is currently
researching who created this
drawing on a fragment of bunk
canvas.
If you have a lead, please contact
collections@intrepidmuseum.org.
Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space
Museum. Gift in honor of the unknown artist
and squadron VAW-33 Det-11. 2018.52.

